
Line up one team across the goal line and the other across the

top of the circles. The front of the team's line is next to the net

they're defending.

Coach spots a puck and calls out the number of players who

enter play from the front of their line and who compete against

the corresponding number of opponents for that shift. Starting

2v2 is usually best; but coaches should mix it up from shift to

shift, sometimes sending 1v1 or 3v3

Every player (including those in line) is eligible to shoot, score,

pass, or receive a pass.  The players in line can pass to any

teammate, shoot, etc. but must stay within their space on the

line. 

If a puck is scored, frozen, or exists the zone, coach must

instantly put in and call out “new puck!”. Coach should mix up

the new pucks by passing it to different players in the respective

lines, keeping everyone on their toes, or also sometimes tossing

out 50/50 pucks.

Shifts last 25-35 seconds. At the end of each shift, the skating

players go to the “back” of their line, which is nearest to the net

they’re attacking, putting them in a potential rebound position

while in line during the next shift.

Play games up to 3. Can make it a best-of-3 series.

MINNESOTA DRILL OF THE WEEK
Created by: Ted Cheesebrough, Henry Sibley High School Coach

Key Points

Coaches must active, vocal and send out new pucks ASAP to

keep the game moving quickly.

Focal points include awareness, communication, quick reads

and decisions, and transition play.
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Putting it all together- BC/BO emphasis

Lightning Game 10 mins



Drill to work on agility, edges, transitions, puck control and passing.
There are three phases to the drill.

Player works on footwork following pattern around the cones

without a puck

Same as #1 except player has a puck the entire time.

Same pattern player has give and goes with teammates on

oppotside sides of the cones.

https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/d-3-cone-agility-
drill?position=6&list=d4N9nwQxf6MzIe1TsYxs2-8KE5Nb2kgiN-
KYsG5ZbJY

Key Points

Smooth pivots with outside edges

Butt low for a solid base

For #1, player has 1 hand on stick when b

Offense starts with the puck and are spread out as shown, defense start
in the circle. Every player much touch the puck on the cycle, D activate
and play 3v2 to the net.
Progressions:

Players cycle the puck as many times as possible, attack net on

whistle from coach

Offense can attack the net at any point so D must always be

ready.

For beginning groups, can leave D out of the drill (or just start

with 1, sticks upside down, etc.) as players learn proper cycling

technique

Key Points

Puck placement on cycle (make the puck easy for teammates to

pick up)

Proper separation between players (not too close or too far)

Coach marks out 4 "safe areas" (can be with cones, or just make an X on
the ice). Players play 2v2 in zone and try to make passes to their
teammates in the safe areas. Coaches will need to introduce pucks
whenever one goes out of play. Every time they complete a pass that
team gets a point, compete for 30ish seconds and keep score for who
wins. Team can maintain possession for as long as they want in the
playing area.
Progressions:

Add obstacles in the playing area

Change up playing style, 1v1, 2v2, 3v3

Add a goalie, after X many passes team can shoot on goal

Key Points

Heads up playing

Moving to open ice, minimize standing around.

3 Cone Agility Drills 7 mins

Cycle 3 touch 7 mins

Four Corner Possession 7 mins



With net turned towards boards at top of circle, 2 players ( ) BO the
puck against 1 forechecker ( ). Use any means necessary, work the
puck out and try to score. Rule- both players must touch puck before
shot.
Progressions:

Build into 3v2 scenario

If ice is available can move into 4v3 or 5v4 in 1/3 the rink (at this

point the rule is modi�ed so the puck must switch sides before

shot)

Key Points

Supporting the puck carrier

Communication

Coach chips a puck in for  s to break out to the blueline. Coach
chooses when to send attackers   in to create turnover and attack the
net, becoming a forecheck vs breakout. 
Progressions;

Coach can choose when/if to add more players from each team

to create odd man situations

Add a net  on which the

breakout players are trying to score

Key Points

Work together to get the puck (good angling)

Puck support

Game starts as shown with 1 inside the circle and 1 in the middle
with the puck. Drill starts with coach whistle and 1s attack 3v2. As
soon as the initial whistle is blown the next set of players ( 2 and 
2) jumps in and sets up to go 3v2 going the other direction (defensive
players always start in the circle). The original 3v2 plays out until coach
blows the whistle, at which point the second group attacks the opposite
direction with original offensive players ( 1) backchecking to gain
possession of puck ( 1 are �nished, return to line). A new set of
players again (this time 3 and 3) jump out being ready to go in the
other direction, play goes continuous on the whistle. Players must
hustle back into line and be ready to go.
Progressions: drill can be adapted to multiple number of players (2v1,
2v2, 3v1, etc.).

Key Points

Backcheckers- come back to the house then identify area of

need. Play will turn into 5v3 so defensive players need to

overwhelm puck carrier and create turnover. Read and react so

not all defensive players are converging on puck

Attacking team needs to generate quick �rst shot as they will be

outmanned quickly. Use attack triangles and spread out to �nd

shooter

Communication

1/4 Ice BO 7 mins
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(can be at redline or even far goalline)

Continuous ZE with BC 10 mins
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